Study Guide 2nd Grade

3rd Trimester

Science (purple) Monday, May 22th

- Identify the things that help us grow (healthy food, exercise, sleep)
- Use of the senses (ex: we use the sense of touching to feel if something is rough or soft).
- Characteristics and kinds of living and non-living things.
- Animals (plant eaters and meat eaters)
- Animal’s body coverings (fur or hair - dog, feathers - birds, scales - fishes, bare skin – frog).
- Animal’s shelter.

Social Studies (dark blue) Tuesday, May 23th

- Definitions: map, Earth, globe, model, ocean, help, neighborhood, teacher, school, neighbor, lake, mountain.
- Characteristics of Earth.
- School and family rules.
- Identify: river, lake, ocean, mountain, hill, neighbor, neighborhood

Grammar (yellow): Wednesday, May 24th.

- Verb to be (am, is, are) ex: I am a student)
- Regular (using = ed, d) verbs in past.
- Rewrite sentences in past tense.
- Identify Nouns (people, place, or thing)
- Capital letters (beginning of a sentence)
- Using of this/these, that/those. (this and that for singular, these and those for plural, ex This pen is mine).
- Contractions (he is= he’s, she will = she’ll, we are not = we aren’t...)
- Identify (question or statement)

Vocabulary (pink): Thursday, May 25th.

- Definitions (classroom, neighborhood, smart, recycle, rules, pollution, ton).
- Identify pictures (animal, eye, mouth, ears, hand, trash, student, ocean, star, globe, astronaut)
- Recognize the meaning of the words to use them in a context (school, test, knock, teacher, river, test)
Mathematics: Monday, May 29th. (red)

- Identify ordinal numbers (first, second, third, … to tenth)
- Identify shapes (sphere, cube, cone, cylinder, pyramid, prism)
- Greater / less than and equal number (1987 > 1569)
- Solve story problems (addition, subtraction, multiplication)
- Identify the correct symbol to solve operations (+, -, x. Example: 545 ____+____ 5 = 550)

Spelling (green):

Words lists Unit 6 and 7.

Reading Comprehension (light blue): Tuesday May 30th.

Students will read a story and answer comprehension questions with complete sentences

Thank you parents for all your support in helping our students get prepared for their exams.

Remember to bring your complete school supplies.